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This is supplementary material for the paper “Towards
Visual Saliency Explanations of Face Verification”. We
demonstrate more results in this document to support the
advantage and effectiveness of our proposed method. First,
a visual comparison between CorrRISE and other explain-
able face verification methods in facial occlusion scenarios
is presented. It further shows CorrRISE outperforms other
approaches in localizing important regions. Then, more
detailed quantitative experimental results are provided as
a supplement to the information in the manuscript. Af-
terward, cross-model analysis has been performed. We
show the visualization results after applying the CorrRISE
method to four different face recognition models, which
validates the generalization ability of the proposed explana-
tion method as well as the effectiveness of our quantitative
evaluation metrics.

A. Visual Comparison in Occlusion Scenarios
Fig. 1 compares the visualization results of our method

with three classic and two state-of-the-art explanation meth-
ods under the facial occlusion scenarios. Similar regions
have been highlighted by the produced saliency maps. It
is shown that our proposed CorrRISE algorithm can most
precisely highlight similar regions and exclude masked ar-
eas. Although xFace [3] generates compelling explanation
results in standard verification scenarios, it often recognizes
masked pixels as similar regions. MinPlus [4] obtains com-
parable results with ours, but this algorithm occasionally
breaks down and fails to produce meaningful results in diffi-
cult verification cases, see row 4. It is also notable that Cor-
rRISE generates much more accurate saliency maps than
the straightforward adaptation of RISE.

B. Quantitative Experimental Results
The manuscript has shown comprehensive quantitative

experimental results in the form of Tables on three differ-
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Figure 1. Visual results comparison among seven saliency map-based explanation methods in facial occlusion scenarios. CorrRISE
provides more accurate saliency map explanations than current state-of-the-art methods. The importance increases from blue to red color.



Figure 2. Quantitative comparison among the state-of-the-art XFR and XAI methods with Deletion and Insertion metrics. For the Deletion
metric, the lower the better, and the opposite for the Insertion metric.

ent datasets, which represent three types of face verifica-
tion scenarios. In this supplementary material, we demon-
strate the comprehensive quantitative evaluation curves cal-
culated with the Deletion and Insertion evaluation method-
ology. The values in the Table of the manuscript are the
AUC scores of these curves.

Fig. 2 shows that the verification accuracy of the Arc-
Face model drops or rises the most rapidly on three datasets
after masking or inserting sorted pixels following saliency
maps generated by CorrRISE.

C. Visual Comparison across Face Recognition
Models

In the manuscript, a cross-model quantitative compari-
son has been conducted using our proposed “Deletion” and
“Insertion” metrics, which show that CorrRISE can produce
accurate saliency maps regardless of which deep face recog-
nition model to use. Fig. 3 further provides visualization
samples of the saliency maps that CorrRISE created for dif-

ferent face recognition models. The saliency maps highlight
similar regions, which validates that our proposed metrics
are consistent with the visualization results and are reliable
for a fair comparison among general saliency map-based ex-
planation methods. It also shows that CorrRISE generalizes
well across different face recognition models.

In Fig. 3, the produced saliency maps are very simi-
lar because all four FR models make correct predictions on
the three examples. To further show the strong explainabil-
ity of CorrRISE, Fig. 4 gives visual explanations for two
opposite decisions made by ArcFace [1] and AdaFace [2]
respectively. The former fails to recognize the given exam-
ple and mistakenly verifies they are the same person, while
the latter manages to give correct predictions. The saliency
map produced by the CorrRISE method shows that the Arc-
Face model allocates high saliency values to similar regions
between the non-matching pairs while indicating very low
dissimilarity between them. On the contrary, the AdaFace
model makes correct predictions because it believes there
are strong dissimilar pixels between the given examples.
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Figure 3. Visual saliency maps produced by CorrRISE for four different deep face recognition models. The visualization results are
consistent with the quantitative metrics reported in the manuscript.
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Figure 4. Visual explanation of two different decisions made by two face recognition models. ArcFace model mistakenly verifies the given
example as matching while the AdaFace correctly recognizes they are non-matching.

This experiment is complementary to Fig. 3 and the re-
ported sanity check in the manuscript, and further proves
that CorrRISE is capable of providing meaningful explana-
tions for different deep face-matching models.
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